HORSE-RIDING RULES
INSURANCE:
A riding accident insurance compulsory, CR, emergency hospitalization and
repatriation. Ask your insurance certificate as a recreational riding what is supported
and then provide us prior to arrival.
Also ask them what are the Fortaleza hospitals with which they have support
agreements.
Although no accidents were reported, it is always better to prevent.
WARNINGS:
You will not be framed as a stud or a riding center in Europe, you are in Brazil as
early twentieth century in the United States.
These are vaqueros ( Brazilian cowboys) who ensure the safety of rides and not
instructors.
Coaching is required before mounting the saddle, Delphine will ensure you and
follow you rides.
The horses are get out, prepared and washed before each ride. In case of last
minute cancellation by a rider, no refund will be possible.
EQUIPMENT:
There's no equipment provided: bombs, boots and protections are at your discretion.
You can perfectly do without if you want.
We recommend wearing a brimmed hat, sunglasses, heavy canvas pants, ankle
boots and sport shirt to protect you from the sun and straps.
A slight gourd that can attach to the saddle of the horse will be welcome.
Australian type stool with a handle at the front or English type for the more
experienced. Hackamores or mores following horses hooves or without shackles.
HORSES
Quarter Mile race (Quarto Milha, in Portuguese), it is the first horses to be introduced
in North America in 1600, brought from Arabia and Turkey by Spanish explorers and
traders. The selected stallions were then bred with English mares in 1611. The
mixture produces compact horses with strong and functional muscles for short
distances, faster than any other race.

Then the horse was specializes in working with livestock. On weekends, the settlers
had fun racing in the streets near the plantations, a distance of a quarter mile (402
meters), which gave the name of the horse.
In 1955, Swift-King Ranch (SKR) imported six horses in the United States in Brazil,
from its US parent, the famous King Ranch in Texas, the largest US farm. Like many
Brazilian farmers, bankers and businessmen had the opportunity to know and Quarto
Mile.
The Quarter Horse then spread to Brazil in particular as a sport horse for racing and
vaquejades.
It is a robust horse chestnut generally dress, bay or gray, to wither height from 1.70
to 1.75 meters, performance for jumping, dressage and eventing.
On a quiet and attentive to his rider, he is not deceitful and easily directs.
RIDES:
The rides are from 2 hours to 3 hours following your endurance level. They are
punctuated by a refreshments break, swim or lunch following the organization of
each ride.
Several possible routes between bush, beaches, marshes, dunes depending
seasons and your shape.
Groups with different levels gallops on the beaches are organized so that beginners
are safe.
We favor, that said, the same level groups so that the walks were regular rhythm.
LEVEL REQUIRED TO US CONFIRM
● Beginners accepted if already first contact with horses and without crippling
fear.
Coaching at the Fazenda then following outputs.
● Intermediate 1, with little apprehension:
3 gaits: walk, trot, gallop, European quiet type rides.
Coaching mandatory for a gallop on the beaches.
● Intermediate 2 without apprehension:
3 gaits: walk, trot, gallop, European quiet type rides.
Coaching mandatory for a gallop on the beaches.
● confirmed:
All speeds which gallops trip and coasting.

Castelo Vendom disclaims any liability in case of accident and cancellation that
would not of his making.

Thank you kindly print this document, to date, sign, include your full name and
provide it to us before arrival.
I did read the document and i do approve all parties.
Dated :
Name:
First name:

Signature

